Literacy

Geography

Craft, Design and Technology

History

Grammar and phonics throughout

Atlas skills- Identifying the countries that are part
of the United Kingdom.
Locating the seven continents and oceans on a
world map

Designing lighthouses- Building
structures and deciding how to
make them stronger

Grace Darling- recounting the
life of Grace Darling

Narratives:
Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers
Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch by David
Armitage
Non-fiction:
Non-chronological reports about penguins
Lists- packing for a holiday/journey
Instructions- How to make a lighthouse
Postcards- from around the world







Exploring a country outside Europe and
comparing it to the UK using geographical
vocabulary e.g. Africa Antarctica
Creating weather charts
Exploring hot and cold countries e.g.
weather, animals, clothes.
Identifying physical and human features

Life Jackets- exploring the best
materials for a life jacket.

Art
Seascapes- LS Lowry
Autumn leaf printing

Numeracy
 Repeated patterns
 Place value/number recognition
 Investigating the length/time of
different Journeys
 Multiplication 2, 5, 10 times tables
 3D shapes- lighthouses
 Money
Science
Seasonal changes- exploring the changes
that happen during Autumn and Winter.
Birds Migrating- tracking their journey
Electricity- Circuits for lighthouses
Animals including Humans

Main theme: Journeys
Journeys across the sea
focusing on how lighthouses
and lifeboats help sea
journeys

African masks
Information and Computer
Technology
Algorithms and Coding- Purple
Mash and Beebots
Internet safety
Digital art

Personal and Social Education
Resilience and coping strategies/mindfulness
Keeping safe

Religious Education
How to live a healthy lifestyle
Christianity- creation story
What does it mean to be a Christian?
Exploring a pilgrimage journey

African Art- exploring patterns

Healthy relationships and friendships
Similarities and Differences

Digital pictures- taking photos
Saving and retrieving work
PE
Multi-skills- spatial awareness
and coordination skills
Gymnastics- performing a
sequence of a jump, balance and
roll

Exploring the role of
lighthouses/lifeboats
Robert Falcon Scott- Antarctic
exploration
Music
Autumn/Harvest songs
Sea storm- instruments to
create a storm at sea
British Values
Taking time to reflect
School rules to keep us safe
Being creative and
imaginative
Respect and tolerance
Having a say- democracy
Making a positive contribution
to the local community
Role-play
Travel Agents
Hospital
Lighthouse/lifeboat station

